RENCONTRES DE THEORIE SPECTRALE ET GEOyETROE

Closed orbits and Livsic's theorem
We say that a 0-orbit r is closed if there exists T > 0 such that fox = z for all x € r. The least such T is the least period A(r) of the closed orbit r. 
( (H) => (i) is easy. To construct k : M -> R given condition (i) choose a dense <i-orbit y and a starting point ar e 7. For <j> t x £ 7 we define k(<f> t x) = JQ(F -G)(<f> u x) -du. The Anosov closing lemma and condition (i) imply k\y is Hölder. The définition of i k extends to M by continuity).
Application. -If <f> has a smooth {Le. a.c. wxt. volume) invariant measure on M then the density is C°°. (and this can be used to study the zetafunction oftheflow <f>).
Topological entropy and the maximal measure
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